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Part V.
Programming Examples
Examples
Examples of
of OOCP
OOCP Concepts
Concepts and
and
Methodology
through
Programming
Methodology through Programming
Examples
Examples in
in Actalk
Actalk

Computing Factorial
with Continuations
Recursive
Recursive computation
computation of
of factorial(n)
factorial(n) is
is
split
between:
split between:
** the
the recursive
recursive call
call factorial(n-1),
factorial(n-1),
** multiplying
multiplying that
that value
value by
by nn and
and
returning
it
(to
the
current
reply
returning it (to the current reply
destination)
destination)

Concept(s)
Concept(s)Example
Example

Continuation
Continuation Factorial
Factorial

Divide
Divide&&Conquer
Conquerand
andJoin
JoinContinuation
Continuation
MultiplyInRange
MultiplyInRange

This
This latter
latter task
task is
is delegated
delegated to
to aa
continuation
which
encapsulates:
continuation which encapsulates:
## the
the program
program of
of the
the remaining
remaining
computation
computation
(multiply
(multiplyfactorial(n-1)
factorial(n-1)by
byn,
n,and
andreturn
returnthe
theresult
result
,
to
current
reply
destination)
to current reply destination),

Pipeline
PipelinePrime
PrimeNumbers
Numbers

## the
the context
context of
of the
the current
current
computation
computation needed
needed to
to resume
resume itit
later
later

Synchronization
SynchronizationBounded
BoundedBuffer
Buffer

(n
(nand
andthe
thecurrent
currentreply
replydestination)
destination)
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Factorial
in Scheme
(lexical scope Lisp)

Factorial
( 3 P ri n t)
f a ct o ri al

;;factorial
factorialwith
withrecursion
recursion
( 2 C1 )

(define
(define(factorial-r
(factorial-rn)
n)
(if
(if(=
(=nn0)
0)
11
(*(*(factorial-r
(factorial-r(-(-nn1))
1))n)))
n)))

C1
( 3 Pr in t)
C2
( 2 C1 )

( 1 C2 )

??(factorial-r
(factorial-r10)
10)
==3628800
3628800

C3
( 1 C2)

( 0 C3 )

;;factorial
factorialwith
withcontinuation
continuation
1

(define
(define(factorial-c
(factorial-cnnc)
c)
(if
(if(=
(=nn0)
0)
(c
(c1)
1)
(factorial-c
(factorial-c(-(-nn1)
1)
(lambda
(lambda(v)
(v)(c
(c(*(*vvn))))))
n))))))

1* 1

1
2* 1

f a c( 1)

2

3* 2
6
Pr int

f a c( 2)

??(factorial-c
(factorial-c10
10(lambda
(lambda(v)
(v)v))
v))
==3628800
3628800
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class Factorial

class FactorialContinuation

ActiveObject:
ActiveObject:#Factorial
#Factorial
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:''''
classVariableNames:
classVariableNames:''''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!

ActiveObject
ActiveObjectsubclass:
subclass:#FactorialContinuation
#FactorialContinuation
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:'n
'nrr' '
classVariableNames:
classVariableNames:''''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!

!Factorial
!FactorialmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!

!FactorialContinuation
!FactorialContinuationmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'initialization'!
'initialization'!

n:
n:nnreplyTo:
replyTo:rr
nn==00
ifTrue:
ifTrue:[r[rreply:
reply:1]
1]
ifFalse:
ifFalse:[aself
[aselfn:
n:n-1
n-1replyTo:
replyTo:
(FactorialContinuation
(FactorialContinuationnew
newn:
n:nnr:r:r)r)active]!
active]!!!
"-"------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"!
--"!

n:
n:anInteger
anIntegerr:r:aContinuation
aContinuation
nn:=
:=anInteger.
anInteger.
rr:=
:=aContinuation!
aContinuation!!!

!Factorial
!Factorialclass
classmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'example'!
'example'!

!FactorialContinuation
!FactorialContinuationmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!
reply:
reply:vv
rrreply:
reply:nn**v!
v!!!

example
example
"Factorial
"Factorialexample"
example"
| |aFac
aFac| |
aFac
aFac:=
:=Factorial
Factorialnew
newactive.
active.
aFac
n:
10
replyTo:
aFac n: 10 replyTo:Print.
Print.
aFac
aFacn:
n:55replyTo:
replyTo:Print!
Print!!!

Print
Print is
is aa predefined
predefined active
active object
object which
which
represents
representsthe
thedisplay
display(Transcript
(Transcriptwindow)
window)
J.-P. Briot
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asynchronous
asynchronous ++ continuation
continuation
vs
vs synchronous
synchronous call
call

Levels of Concurrency
In
In fact
fact the
the computation
computation of
of factorial
factorial
actually
actually remains
remains sequential!
sequential!
Concurrency
occurs
within
Concurrency
occurs
within
simultaneous
requests
simultaneous requests

in
in case
case of
of divergence
divergence
ex:
ex: factorial(-1)
factorial(-1)
availability
availability remains,
remains,
but
but eventually
eventually no
no more
more
resources
(memory
resources (memory full!)
full!)
recursion
recursion is
is possible
possible
with
with synchronous
synchronous
communication,
communication, recursion
recursion
implies
deadlock!
implies deadlock!
However
However systematic
systematic programming
programming with
with
continuations
is
too
low
level.
They
continuations is too low level. They
may
may be
be automatically
automatically generated
generated
from
a
higher
level
language
from a higher level language by
by aa
compiler
(actor
approach,
see
compiler (actor approach, see Part
Part
VII).
VII).
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We
Wewill
willnow
now describe
describe another
anotheralgorithm
algorithm
managing
concurrent
submanaging
concurrent
subcomputations
computations

The
The idea
idea is
is to
to decompose
decompose computation
computation
into
sub-computations
into sub-computations executed
executed
concurrently
with
recombination
concurrently with recombination of
of
partial
partial sub-results
sub-results
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Factorial with
Divide and Conquer

Factorial with
Recursive Partition

[1 N]

Computation
Computation of
of N!
N! is
is equivalent
equivalent to
to
multiplying
all
numbers
multiplying all numbers in
in interval
interval [1
[1
N]
N]
These
These multiplications
multiplications may
may occur
occur
concurrently.
concurrently. The
The idea
idea is
is to
to divide
divide
the
the interval
interval [1
[1 N]
N] into
into two
two subsubintervals:
intervals:
[1
[1mid]
mid] and
and [mid+1
[mid+1N]
N]

[1 p]

[p+1 N]

[1 3]

[N-1 N]

(where
(wheremid
mid==1+N//2)
1+N//2)

and
and to
to perform
perform the
the two
two subsubcomputations
concurrently
computations concurrently
Computation
Computation is
is recursive
recursive and
and creates
creates
two
new
active
objects
to
compute
two new active objects to compute
these
join
these two
two sub-intervals
sub-intervals with
with aa join
continuation
as
the
common
reply
continuation as the common reply
destination
destination

[1 2]
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[N-1 N-1] [N N]

[1 1] [2 2]

1

2

This
This join
join continuation
continuation will
will multiply
multiply the
the
two
partial
results
two partial results
J.-P. Briot
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Divide and Conquer
and Join Continuations

class MultiplyInRange

Join
Join continuations
continuations resynchronize
resynchronize subsubcomputations
computations and
and recombine
recombine partial
partial
results
results
AA join
join continuation
continuation is
is equivalent
equivalent to
to aa
data-flow
data-flow operator,
operator, which
which waits
waits for
for
two
(or
more)
values
to
recombine,
two (or more) values to recombine,
and
and sends
sends the
the result
result to
to the
the current
current
continuation
continuation

*

ActiveObject
ActiveObjectsubclass:
subclass:#MultiplyInRange
#MultiplyInRange
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:''''
classVariableNames:
classVariableNames:''''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!
!MultiplyInRange
!MultiplyInRangemethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!
from:
from:i ito:
to:nnreplyTo:
replyTo:rr
| |jc
mid
|
"[i
jc mid |
"[i n]"
n]"
i i==nnifTrue:
ifTrue:[r[rreply:
reply:i]i]
ifFalse:
ifFalse:
[jc
[jc:=
:=(MultiplyJoinContinuation
(MultiplyJoinContinuationnew
newr:r:r)r)active.
active
mid
mid:=
:=(i+n)//2.
(i+n)//2.
MultiplyInRange
"[i
MultiplyInRangenew
new
"[i mid]"
mid]"
from:
from:i ito:
to:mid
midreplyTo:
replyTo:jc.
jc.
MultiplyInRange
"[mid+1
MultiplyInRangenew
new
"[mid+1 n]"
n]"
from:
from:mid+1
mid+1to:
to:nnreplyTo:
replyTo:jc]!
jc]!!!
"-"----------------------------------------------------------------------"!"!
MultiplyInRange
MultiplyInRangeclass
class
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:''!''!
!MultiplyInRange
!MultiplyInRangeclass
classmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'example'!
'example'!
example
example
"MultiplyInRange
"MultiplyInRangeexample"
example"
MultiplyInRange
MultiplyInRangenew
newactive
active
from:
from:11to:
to:10
10replyTo:
replyTo:Print!
Print!!!

continuation
J.-P. Briot
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class
MultiplyJoinContinuation
ActiveObject
ActiveObjectsubclass:
subclass:#MultiplyJoinContinuation
#MultiplyJoinContinuation
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:'v1
'v1cc' '
classVariableNames:
classVariableNames:''''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!
!MultiplyJoinContinuation
!MultiplyJoinContinuationmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'initialization'!
'initialization'!
c:
c:aContinuation
aContinuation
cc:=
:=aContinuation!
aContinuation!!!
!MultiplyJoinContinuation
!MultiplyJoinContinuationmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!
reply:
reply:vv
v1
"if
v1isNil
isNil
"ifno
novalue
valuereceived
receivedyet"
yet"
ifTrue:
ifTrue:[v1
[v1:=
:=v]
v]"memorize
"memorizefirst
firstvalue"
value"
ifFalse:
ifFalse:[c
[creply:
reply:v1*v]!
v1*v]!!!"otherwise,
"otherwise,compute"
compute"
The
The behavior
behavior of
of the
the join
join continuation
continuation changes
changes
serially:
serially:
1)
1) memorize
memorizevalue
value
2)
combine
(multiply)
2) combine (multiply) itit with
with the
the first
first value
value and
and
return
returnthe
theresult
resultto
tothe
thecontinuation
continuation
AA test
test is
is necessary
necessary to
to check
check ifif aa first
first value
value has
has
already
been
accepted.
This
problem
already been accepted. This problem will
will be
be
solved
solved gracefully
gracefully in
in the
the actor
actor model
model of
of
computation
computation(see
(seePart
PartVII).
VII).
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Concurrent Computation/
Problem Solving
Three
Three main
main classes
classes of
of concurrent
concurrent
algorithms
for
problem
solving
algorithms for problem solving are:
are:
## partition
partition
the
the problem
problem is
is decomposed
decomposed in
in subsubproblems,
results
are
problems, partial
partial
results
are
recombined
afterwards
recombined afterwards
## pipeline
pipeline
the
the problem
problem is
is decomposed
decomposed by
by
linking
up
computations
through
linking up computations through
which
which data
data flow
flow up
up
## cooperation
cooperation
the
the problem
problem is
is decomposed
decomposed in
in aa
collection
of
entities
(agents)
which
collection of entities (agents) which
will
themselves
organize
will
themselves
organize
decomposition,
allocation,
and
decomposition,
allocation,
and
coordination
coordination of
of their
their tasks
tasks (see
(see
multi-agent
multi-agent systems,
systems, Part
PartIX)
IX)
J.-P. Briot
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Pipeline:
Computation of
Prime Numbers

class PrimeFilter

We
We compute
compute prime
prime numbers
numbers through
through
an
ordered
chain
of
sieves
an ordered chain of sieves
Each
Each sieve
sieve represents
represents aa prime
prime number
number
already
found
already found
Successive
Successive integers
integers are
are sent
sent through
through
the
chain,
each
filter
testing
the chain, each filter testing ifif itit
divides
divides the
the integer
integer
IfIf an
an integer
integer reaches
reaches successfully
successfully the
the
last
last filter
filter of
of the
the chain,
chain, aa new
new prime
prime
number
number has
has been
been found,
found, itit will
will then
then
be
be added
added at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the chain
chain

ActiveObject
ActiveObjectsubclass:
subclass:#PrimeFilter
#PrimeFilter
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:'n
'nnext
next' '
classVariableNames:
classVariableNames:''''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!
!PrimeFilter
!PrimeFiltermethodsFor:
methodsFor:'initializing'!
'initializing'!
n:
n:aPrimeNumber
aPrimeNumber
nn:=
:=aPrimeNumber!
aPrimeNumber!!!
!PrimeFilter
!PrimeFiltermethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!
filter:
filter:i i
i i\\\\nn==00
"if
"ifi iis
isnot
notdivided
dividedby
byn"
n"
ifFalse:
"if
ifFalse:[next
[nextisNil
isNil
"ifend
endof
ofthe
thechain"
chain"
"a
"anew
newprime
primenumber
numberis
isadded
addedto
tothe
thechain"
chain"
ifTrue:
ifTrue:[next
[next:=
:=(PrimeFilter
(PrimeFilternew
newn:
n:i)i)active]
active]
"otherwise
"otherwisepass
passthe
thetest
testto
tonext
nextin
inthe
thechain"
chain"
ifFalse:
ifFalse:[next
[nextfilter:
filter:i]]!
i]]!!!
"-"------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"!
--"!
!PrimeFilter
!PrimeFilterclass
classmethodsFor:
methodsFor:'example'!
'example'!
checkUntil:
checkUntil:max
max
"PrimeFilter
"PrimeFiltercheckUntil:
checkUntil:50"
50"
| |two
two| |
two
two:=
:=(PrimeFilter
(PrimeFilternew
newn:
n:2)
2)active.
active.
22to:
to:max
maxdo:
do:[:i
[:i| |two
twofilter:
filter:i]!
i]!!!
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Synchronization:
Producer/Consumer
with a Bounded Buffer
AA producer
producer and
and consumer
consumer exchange
exchange
data
through
a
bounded
buffer
data through a bounded buffer
The
The issue
issue is
is to
to synchronize
synchronize
production
and
consumtion
production and consumtion to
to the
the
availability
(fullness
or
emptyness)
availability (fullness or emptyness)
of
of the
the buffer
buffer (e.g.,
(e.g., disable
disable put
put
requests
while
the
buffer
requests while the bufferis
is full)
full)

class
BoundedBufferActivity
(Abstract States model of synchronization)
AbstractStatesActivity
AbstractStatesActivitysubclass:
subclass:#ASBBActivity
#ASBBActivity
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:''''
classVariableNames:
classVariableNames:''''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!
!ASBBActivity
!ASBBActivitymethodsFor:
methodsFor:'abstract
'abstractstates'!
states'!
empty
empty
^#(put:)!
^#(put:)!
full
full
^#(get)!
^#(get)!
initialAbstractState
initialAbstractState
^#empty!
^#empty!
partial
partial
^(self
^(selfempty)
empty)++(self
(selffull)!
full)!!!
!ASBBActivity
!ASBBActivitymethodsFor:
methodsFor:'state
'statetransition'!
transition'!
nextAbstractStateAfter:
nextAbstractStateAfter:selector
selector
^oself
^oselfis
isempty
empty
ifTrue:
ifTrue:[#empty]
[#empty]
ifFalse:
ifFalse:[oself
[oselfisFull
isFull
ifTrue:
ifTrue:[#full]
[#full]
ifFalse:
ifFalse:[#partial]]!
[#partial]]!!!
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class Producer

class Consumer

ActiveObject
ActiveObjectsubclass:
subclass:#Producer
#Producer
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:'buffer
'bufferdelay
delay' '
classVariableNames:
''
classVariableNames: ''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!

ActiveObject
ActiveObjectsubclass:
subclass:#Consumer
#Consumer
instanceVariableNames:
instanceVariableNames:'buffer
'bufferdelay
delay' '
classVariableNames:
''
classVariableNames: ''
poolDictionaries:
poolDictionaries:''''
category:
category:' 'Tutorial-Examples'!
Tutorial-Examples'!

!Producer
!ProducermethodsFor:
methodsFor:'initializing'!
'initializing'!

!Consumer
!ConsumermethodsFor:
methodsFor:'initializing'!
'initializing'!

buffer:
buffer:aBoundedBuffer
aBoundedBufferdelay:
delay:seconds
seconds
buffer
:=
aBoundedBuffer.
buffer := aBoundedBuffer.
delay:
delay:seconds!
seconds!!!

buffer:
buffer:aBoundedBuffer
aBoundedBufferdelay:
delay:seconds
seconds
buffer
buffer:=
:=aBoundedBuffer.
aBoundedBuffer.
delay:
delay:seconds!
seconds!!!

!Producer
!ProducermethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!

!Consumer
!ConsumermethodsFor:
methodsFor:'script'!
'script'!

run:
run:max
max
11to:
to:max
maxdo:
do:[:i
[:i| |
buffer
bufferput:
put:i.i.
(Delay
(DelayforSeconds:
forSeconds:delay)
delay)wait]!
wait]!!!

run:
run:max
max
max
maxtimesRepeat:
timesRepeat:
[buffer
[bufferget.
get.
(Delay
(DelayforSeconds:
forSeconds:delay)
delay)wait]!
wait]!!!
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Monitors
(on Passive Objects)
activation
activation synchronization
synchronization== mutual
mutual
exclusion
exclusion
++
service
synchronization
service
synchronization
(suspension
onto
conditions)
(suspension onto conditions)
Service
Service synchronization
synchronization is
is expressed
expressed
with
conditions
(variables:
with conditions (variables: Hoare,
Hoare,
or
or expressions:
expressions: Kessel)
Kessel) on
on which
which
processes
will
be
suspended
processes will be suspended while
while
conditions
conditions are
are not
not fulfilled
fulfilled

object

queue of waiting
processes/messages

mutual
exclusion

queues
of suspended
processes/
messages

condition1
service
synchronization
on conditions conditionN
monitor
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